In this paper a review of the simultaneous equation models where some exogenous variables are subject to measurement errors will be presented. The conditions of the issues of identification and various estimation methods where there are two alternative approaches can be used to estimate a simultaneous equation model with measurement error will be introduced.
Introduction
Measurement errors (MEs) are a widely spread problem, variables measured with error can appear in almost all fields of application, especially fields dealing with humans. Many economic variables are measured with substantial error this is occurs both because economists posit theoretical variable such as permanent income which have no direct measures in the real world, and because the process of measurement is itself inaccurate. The presence of measurement errors causes biased and inconsistent parameter estimates and leads Most authors in the literature treated the exogenous variables which subject to ME as endogenous variables e.g. Chernoff and Rubin (1953) who suggested the possibility of treating inaccurate exogenous variables as endogenous, but did not pursue the general identification problem. Since the distinction between "endogenous" and "exogenous" variables is fundamentally based on statistical factors rather than economic ones, this treatment of inaccurate exogenous variables is quite nature. But Zellner (1970) and have attempted to surmount this problem by making the unobserved exogenous variable a (stochastic) linear function of observable variables.
Historically, early econometric studies of errors in variables were introduced by Frisch (1934) , Koopmane (1937) , and Hurwicz and Acderson (1946) . Exceptional studies of the 1950's and 1960's represented by Friedman (1957) , Sargan (1958) and Liviatan (1961) were tended to ignore these errors while Malinvaud (1970) suggested the negligibility explanation of the neglected measurement errors and Lontief (1970) discussed the negative implications that weak data have for economic as an empirical science.
In identification problem, Zellner (1970) triggered the revival of econometric interest in the problem. He attained identification for the prototypical model by appending a measurement equation that predicted the unobserved variable in terms of multiple causes. Goldberger (1971) obtained some preliminary results on identification of certain shock error models. Wiley (1973) suggested an approach to identification in shock-error model when duplicate measurements are available. Geraci (1974) provided several necessary conditions for identification for the shock-errors model; also, in (1983) he introduced treated identification problem in terms of the traditional rank condition on the structural coefficients. Hsiao (1976) employed a reduced form approach to obtain related results. He addressed correlated measurement errors and focused on some of the identification conditions on the individual structural equation also, for the normal model with uncorrelated errors; he drew out the theory of maximum likelihood estimation.
There are various estimation methods for the simultaneous equation models (SEM) with ME, which provide consistent estimates. Konijn (1962) introduced the limited information maximum likelihood (LIML) estimation for the SEM with ME. Hsiao (1976) presented estimation method for single equation in the structural model when the measurement errors are uncorrelated. Hausman (1977) proposed a handy instrumental variables analysis by assuming a normal distribution for the exogenous variables, he expressed each unobserved variable as a linear regression function of the other observed exogenous variables, thus treating the error ridden variables as endogenous variables. By appending these auxiliary equations to the original model, he obtained a standard simultaneous equation setup except that the errors in variables produced restrictions on the disturbance covariance matrix. For this setup, he discussed full information maximum likelihood (FIML) and three stage least squares (3SLS) as a method of estimation. However, FIML, 3SLS, and full information instrumental variable (FIIV) gave efficient estimators under the assumption of an unrestricted error covariance matrix. Only FIML is asymptotically efficient when the error covariance matrix is not unrestricted, but 3SLS is not efficient because it does not treat the presence of zeros in the covariance. Jung (2007) proposed a robust estimator in the errors in variables model using the least trimmed squares estimator. Zellner (2011) presented the general SEM and showed the relation between SEM with error in variables (EV) and instrumental variables (IV) models.
In section two, specification of the model and its assumption will be presented while, conditions of identification were considered in section three and in section four estimation methods for the SEM with ME will be discussed.
Specification Model and its Assumptions
Consider the following simultaneous equation model: 
There is no less generality, in assuming ,
since one can always take x and y as measured by deviations about their means.
The structural form of Eq.(1) may be written in the reduced form as:
Also, prior restrictions shall take these forms.
 First, the model is normalized by setting one coefficient in each row of  to unity.  Second, certain variables are excluded from the structural equations, so that, certain coefficients in ,  and  are zero.
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 Third, certain elements in ee  may be zero to reflect uncorrelated errors.
These prior constraints on the coefficients and error parameters (CEP) restriction (Geraci, 1983 ).
Measurement Error Model
Suppose that, The stochastic assumptions on the errors are: (5) Finally, assumed that successive observations are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.). This specification defines the contemporaneous shock -error model. The assumption that successive observations are independent further reduced the estimation problem to the contemporaneous moments; this is in general rules out the presence of lagged variables (Geraci, 1977) .
Remarks:
1. If e is identically zero, we have the special case of a pure shock model. 
Essential Identification Condition for Measurement Error Model
Depending on the specific structure of the model and on which variables are subject to measurement error, it may be possible to use over-identification of certain equations, if present, to identify measurement error. This pint was noted by and has been elaborated by Hsiao (1976), Hausman (1977) , Geraci (1983) , and (Bekker, et al, 1985) .
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Theorem (1): Coefficient Rank Condition (CRC) (Geraci, 1983)
A sufficient condition for coefficient identification of the jth structural equation in the contemporaneous model with errors and restrictions is:
Where, L is the number of unobserved exogenous variables (Geraci, 1983) .
Definition:
g E is the number of independent coefficient restrictions on the jth equation, and 
Corollary (1):
A necessary condition for local identification of the basic shock error model is that, the conventional order condition holds:
Corollary (2):
A necessary condition for local identification of the basic shock error model is that, the total number of conditionally over-identifying coefficient restrictions be greater than or equal to the number of unobserved variables:
Corollary (3):
A necessary condition for local identification of the basic shock error model is that, each unobserved variable appear in at least one conditionally overidentified structural relation. (Geraci, 1974 ).
Some Methods to Estimate SEM with ME
Error in variables in SEM -Hausman (1974)
Hausman (1974) presented the simultaneous equation estimation problem when errors in variables exist in the exogenous variables. He introduced an instrumental variable which may be applied to this situation with consistent estimates and made a distributional assumption on the relationship of the exogenous variables; the error in variable problem is transformed into structural form. So, the error-ridden variable is then treated as endogenous, and a justidentified structural equation is added to the model. The standard linear simultaneous equation model (1) which satisfying the above assumptions in section (2.1) has been considered. So, he supposed that t r and t s denote the number of included jointly dependent (endogenous) and predetermined (exogenous) right hand side variables, respectively, in the jth equation. Rewriting the system of equations in (1) after choice of a normalization rule:
,
Where, 
Hausman considered the structure of the instrumental variable procedure. By assumption (1) in subsection (2.1) the reduced form exists, which have been defined in model (3) . Thus the elements of ). An additional distributional assumption has been added to the exogenous variables which embodies the correlation relationship. A natural assumption is to consider a row of the X matrix, j X and assume the K dimension vector to be distributed as multivariate normal: ) ,...,
The regression of the column vector x is assumed to only occur in `equation (1)): (4) to form the system of equations:
Where, X   is now the matrix X  , and
is the combined vector for the unknown coefficients in equation (4) . Note that, X   contains all the predetermined variables except * 1 x , and X contains the included predetermined variables from equation one of the system (12) with * 1
x removed. By rewriting the third equation of (12) as:
Where, Given ˆ one can form a consistent estimate of 1 x from  X , and this conditional predictor may be substituted into the first equation of (12) .
The system (12) has the usual format of a structural simultaneous equation system. The errors are distributed normally, and denoting the errors as 
Hausman introduced two assumptions which leaded to two different estimators are made:
1.
C is assumed unrestricted so that the 
Where, J is the Jacobian of the transformation from v to y . Therefore J is now a 1  G square matrix which has the form:
Where,  is the G square matrix of the original endogenous variables. Since under assumption (1) above C is unrestricted, it has the form:
The first order conditions for the likelihood functions may be found and an algorithm specified. 3SLS applied to equation (16) will produce efficient estimates.
Estimation of SEM with ME -Hsiao (1976)
Hsiao ( 
Where, m is the exogenous which subject to ME in the first equation.
And, 
More efficient than IML
 that applied to the original model because when one treats variables subject to measurement errors as jointly dependent, it follows from the independent assumption that the variance-covariance matrix will be restricted.
Variance-Covariance Matrix of a Single Equation for IML 
The asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the conditional IML  is:
Where, Geraci (1977) used the preliminary transformation to estimate the unknown parameters into simultaneous equation models with measurement error, where he substituted the equation (4) in (1), and considered a random sample of size T on x and y the transformed structural revelations is:
Estimation of SEM with ME -Geraci (1977)
Preliminary transformation
, he rewrite (27) as the transformed structural form:
Where, ) ( 
By constriction  is independent of X  then by using assumptions (3) and (5) in section (2.1):
The structural sample covariance equations have the forms:
. Then the sample covariance equations are:
By forming, ( 
Where, f is a vector of dimension ).
similarly, in complete form, for the transformed reduced form.
The Structural Form Estimator
GLS method has been applied to the structural form system (32) to estimate the unknown parameters of The sample covariance equations (34) can be rewritten as:
Where,
He considered minimization of the quadratic form:
With respect to  to yield a consistent estimator of  .
Structural Least Squares Estimators
The structural least squares estimator introduced certain computational advantages relative to the full information maximum likelihood estimator. Since, the structural form criterion The SLS criterion is convenient for two reasons. 
